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1. INTRODUCTION
Network segmentation is the division of a network into subnets, typically for purposes of enhanced security. With a
segmented network, the traffic of internal users can be separated from that of guests and external contacts and thus
it can be better controlled. Moreover, one can further fine‐tune the segmentation so that there are individual
segments for web servers and databases, as well as employee devices. Segmentation is useful for compliance with
regulations and it also makes it more difficult for outsiders to penetrate a network via an unsecured device, while
shielding sensitive data from insiders.
Network segmentation has been used to protect networks for quite a while; now it takes special importance as a way
to control the security of IoT networks, where there may be a large number of heterogeneous devices from different
origins. IoT networks are proliferating and are bringing serious security problems as shown by the recent DoS attacks
produced by IoT‐based devices (Syed et al. 2018). We first present an abstract version of the pattern which describes
the core functions of any network segmentation pattern. We then show a segmentation pattern for IoT, indicating
only its differences with the abstract pattern. Segmentation may be done with purposes other than security, e.g.,
performance, but we emphasize here the security aspects of this pattern.
An Abstract Security Pattern (ASP) is a security pattern that describes a conceptual semantic restriction in a domain
which can be a defense to a threat or a way to comply with a regulation, with no implementation aspects (Fernandez
et al. 2014). An ASP describes the essential functions that must be present to handle a threat or regulation in an
implementation‐independent way. A concrete pattern describes a security solution within a technological context,
e.g., distributed systems, XML web services, etc., which means that the pattern for IoT Segmentation is a concrete
security pattern. Segmentation in fixed (non IoT) and wireless networks would be other concrete patterns between
the Segmentation ASP and the IoT pattern in the Segmentation hierarchy.
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Our audience includes system designers and administrators, and in particular those involved with IoT networks. We
describe our patterns using the POSA template (Buschmann et al.).

2. SECURITY SEGMENTATION
2.1 Intent
Security segmentation protects computational entities or groups of entities by separating them into domains with
restricted access.
2.2 Context
Institutions usually have a variety of databases, servers, and desktop units that handle data with different degrees of
sensitivity and that need to be protected in different ways.
2.3 Problem
A large network of computational entities may include devices which are not properly secured or even be malicious.
How do we protect our sensitive entities from external or internal attacks?
The forces that will affect the solution include:







Security level. Entities may contain data with different levels of sensitivity, which must be protected from
attacks.
Attack surface. The attack surface of our information should be as small as possible.
Heterogeneity. Typical networks include devices from many origins, which may be necessary for our
applications.
Identity. We would like to keep track of the devices which are under our control or participating in our
network.
Compliance. Some of the information in our system may have to follow regulations or industrial standards.
Threats. Attackers may make attempts to enter a subnetwork illegally, tamper with the configuration of
subnetworks, introduce a malicious entity in a network.

2.4 Solution
Partition the network into small units with sensitive entities into separate subnetworks (Fig. 1). Segregation is typically
achieved by a combination of separators (see Implementation).
2.4.1 Structure
Fig. 2 shows the class diagram of this pattern. The Network can be divided into several Subnetworks, which in turn
can be composed of any combination of Entities and which can be connected to other Subnetworks. Class Separator
describes specific separation mechanisms between subnetworks.
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Fig. 2 Class diagram of the Segmentation pattern

2.4.2 Dynamics
Fig. 3 shows the use case “Access a subnetwork”. As shown in the figure, any protocol can be used to decide access.
Other use cases include: Create/Delete a subnetwork, Define separation mechanism, Add/Remove entity to/from a
subnetwork.
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Fig. 3. Sequence diagram for use case “Access a subnetwork”. .

2.5 Implementation
There are several ways to segment networks (ACSC 2018), such as implementing demilitarized zones and gateways
between networks with different security requirements (security domains) utilizing technologies at various layers such
as: host‐based security and firewall software to filter network traffic at the host level, network firewalls and security
appliances between networks to filter network traffic. network access controls to control the devices which can access
networks. A choice leads to concrete versions of this abstract pattern.
At a conceptual level we can only say:


Separate networks based on their sensitivity or criticality to business operations. This may include using
different hardware or platforms depending on different security classifications, security domains or
availability/integrity requirements.



Use the principles of least privilege and need‐to‐know. If a host, service or network doesn’t need to
communicate with another host, service or network, it should not be allowed to. If a host, service or network
only needs to talk to another host, service or network on a specific port or protocol, and nothing else, it
should be restricted to this.

A data‐driven segmentation approach is discussed in (Cisco). Virtual Network Segmentation is considered in
(Chandramouli). Design approaches for segmented networks are shown in (Alateeq 2005) and (Peterson 2016).
Cryptography can also be used to separate domains.
2.6 Known uses




PCI‐DSS (Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard) requires separating the network for Payment Card
authorizations from those for Point‐of‐Service or customer wi‐fi traffic. Network segmentation is not
required but highly recommended (PCI Security Standards Council, 2016).
ForeScout has products to achieve network segmentation through a number of physical or logical

means, such as properly configured internal network firewalls, switches and routers with strong
access control lists (ACLs), or other technologies such as virtual local area networks (VLANs) that
restrict access to particular segments of the network (Fore Scout 2018).



HashiCorp has products to define segmentation (HashiCorp 2018). They use what they call “intention‐based
model”, which builds rules on identity rather than location. For example, we can define an intention which
states that the front‐end service needs to communicate with the payment service. This can be considered
like an extreme case where each entity can be a unit of isolation.

2.7 Consequences
This pattern brings the following advantages:







Security levels. Separating sensitive entities from suspicious devices improves their security. We can define
authorization rules specific to each type subnetwork.
Attack surface. Since there are fewer entities, the attack surface is reduced.
Heterogeneity. We can include in sensitive networks only devices we trust.
Identity. We can keep track of the devices which are under our control by identifying them using an identity
federation.
Regulations. Separating servers which handle different types of data makes it easier to enforce regulations.
Threats. Must be handled with appropriate security patterns as shown in (Fernandez 2013).

Liabilities include:




Complexity. The design of the complete network becomes harder.
Overhead. Accessing frequently used data may become slower because of the need to go through the
subnetwork access protocol.
Cost. The institution needs to buy or build additional software packages and possibly extra hardware to
support partitioning.

2.8 Related patterns







Security Segmentation for IoT (described below) is a concrete pattern derived from Abstract Segmentation,
which defines the core functions of this pattern independently of any implementation technology. The
concrete version considers the specific context for the derived pattern.
VoIP Segmentation is a concrete segmentation pattern (E.Fernandez et al., 2007). It performs separation of
the voice and data services to control cross‐attacks.
Identity Federation (Delessy et al., 2007). The Identity Federation pattern allows the formation of a
dynamically created identity within an identity federation consisting of several service providers. Therefore,
identity and security information about a subject can be transmitted in a transparent way for the user among
service providers from different security domains.
Microsegmentation (Shackleford 2019). It is a model for defining network isolation policies based on

application profiles and workload attributes. Using micro‐segmentation with dynamic policy
evaluation of both network traffic between workloads and the OS and application behaviors and
components within the compute elements themselves, prevents attackers from using unapproved
connections to move laterally from a compromised application or system.

3. SECURITY SEGMENTATION FOR IOT
3.1 Intent
Security segmentation for IoT partitions a network of IoT devices and supporting entities into subnetworks in order
to isolate groups of IoT devices and entities with different security requirements. IoT networks have a specific context
which brings different threats than other type of networks.
3.2 Context
IoT networks bring very large amounts of heterogeneous (may origins and types) devices, usually with low security
and which often interact with other entities in the Internet. This results in a complex and potentially dangerous
environment. IoT systems are complete cyber‐physical systems (CPS) or part of a CPS and may include sensors and
actuators which give them the possibility of producing catastrophic failures endangering humans or property. A
common architecture controls IoT devices using clouds which in turn use fog units to reduce latency (Syed et al. 2016).
A fog is defined as a collection of numerous distributed tiny clouds deployed closer to the devices at edge of the network.
This environment brings new threats to the abstract model, the IoT network may include devices which are not properly
secured or even be malicious.
3.3 Problem
In a large network of IoT devices, how do we protect sensitive devices or systems from attacks? The devices may have
different origins, use different standards, have a variety of security models or no security, and have a large range of
computational power. The typical hierarchical structuring of devices may introduce authorization conflicts.
The forces that will affect the solution include:
Security level. There may be conflicts between authorization rules coming from clouds, fog systems, and devices.
Attack surface and Compliance are the same as in Abstract Segmentation.
Heterogeneity. Typical IoT networks include devices from many origins, some of which may have poor security or no
security at all.
Identity. Because of their number it may be hard to identify all devices.
Threats. IoT systems are often CPSs, which means that their threats may have safety consequences; e.g., a security
attack may harm people or valuable equipment.
3.4 Solution
Partition the network into small units with well‐known devices in the more sensitive partitions. Fig. 4 shows a typical
case where all the devices of an institution and their fog system are partitioned out of a larger network. Segregation
is typically achieved by a combination of firewalls and VLANs (Virtual Local Area Networks), and possibly SDN.

3.4.1 Structure
Fig. 5 shows the class diagram of this pattern. The Network can be divided into several subnetworks, which in turn
can be composed of any combination of entities and which can be connected to other subnetworks. Class Separator
describes specific separation mechanisms.
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Fig. 4. A partitioned IoT network

3.5 Implementation
Each subnetwork must be disjoint from others; sharing entities could allow an unchecked way to get into a
subnetwork. If larger entities need to be shared, e.g. clouds or database servers, partitioning of smaller entities like
files or databases can be done by using virtual machines or virtual databases separated through the virtualization
mechanism; in this case, the hypervisor would apply the access restrictions for each subnetwork. Segmentation
policies must be based on business objectives and semantic affinities; they must be consistent across the whole
institution.
IoT networks share recommendations with other concrete networks and include (Arctic Wolf Blog 2018):
 Create a unique SSID for the network, leading to an isolated VLAN that connects to the internet separately
from the internal network. A dedicated circuit for the guest network may also be installed.
 Require passwords be entered through a captive portal. This not only prevents network overuse, but also
enables logging of every visitor and the enhanced access controls – including session termination – that
comes with it.
 Monitor all traffic on the guest network. It may be segmented and have its own circuit, but you don’t want it
to become a blind spot in your IoT defenses. Managed detection and response (MDR) via a security
information and event monitoring (SIEM) solution can ensure you keep tabs on network activity and spot
anomalies quickly.
An specific implementation recommendation for IoT networks is the need to uniquely identify each IoT device and
further separate devices by their security mechanisms. For example, some devices may not be able to support
authorization for lack of the corresponding mechanism; in this case we can wrap the device and add authorization as
part of the wrapper.
3.6 Known uses


Arctic Wolf has solutions for IoT segmentation (Arctic Wolf Blog, 2018).



Tempered Networks have segmentation products (Tempered Networks 2018). Their latest release includes
support for transparent multi‐factor end‐user authentication and authorization enabling the simple
creation of zero trust workgroup networks.
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Fig. 5. Class model of the IoT Segmentation pattern

3.7 Consequences
This pattern has the following advantages:
Security level. It is possible to define policies for authorizations rules such that they do not conflict, such as overriding
or inclusion.
Attack surface and compliance can be handled similarly to the way done in Abstract Segmentation
Heterogeneity. Abstraction allows handling any type of device, all of which are handled in similar ways. For example ,
sensor nodes can be described by patterns (Sahu,
Threats. Because of their physical actions, IoT devices need to be carefully protected and monitored. Segmentation
makes this job easier. Failing to use segmentation allowed the destruction of steel furnace in Germany (Pau2014).
Its liabilities are similar to the abstract pattern although because of the possible high number of devices, it may be
hard to identify all devices.
3.8 Related patterns
In addition to the ones in the abstract Segmentation pattern some security patterns have been defined for IoT devices
(Reinfurt et al. 2017). This paper presents six patterns including Well‐Known Communication Partner, Outbound‐Only
Connection, Permission Control, Personal Zone Hub, Whitelist, and Blacklist.
Fog Computing pattern (Syed et al., 2016). It is a virtualized platform that stands between cloud computing systems
and Internet devices, providing to these computation, storage, and networking services and allowing a cloud to control
and communicate with these devices and to the devices to perform some functions in the fog or the cloud.

The Wrapper Façade (Schmidt et al.) encapsulates the functions and data provided by existing non‐object‐oriented
APIs withing more concise, robust, portable, and cohesive object‐oriented class interfaces. Wrapper Facades can be
used to encapsulate those IoT devices which do not have appropriate security mechanisms.
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